[Predictive ability of the BRCAPro model compared to nursing professionals in the selection of candidates for the genetic study of hereditary breast or ovarian cancer].
To compare the predictive skills of the BRCAPro predictive model and nurses with different training/experience levels in identifying families with a personal and family history of breast cancer as likely candidates to being studied genetically. Descriptive study in which 2 nurses with different levels of training in genetic counselling have estimated the probability of being carrier of a mutation in the BRCA1/BRCA2 genes of 157 families. The Sensitivity, Specificity, Positive Predictive Value (PPV) and Negative Predictive Value (NPV) of both nurses and the BRCAPro model were calculated. The nurse with less experience demonstrated more specificity (N2:0.84) compared to the nurse with more experience (N1:0.23) and to BRCAPro model (0.47). The sensitivity of the nurses was 0.95 (N1) and 0.28 (N2), whereas that of BRCAPro was 0.74. The PPV was similar in the three cases. The NPV of the nurse with more experience (0.93) was higher than that of BRCAPro model (0.85) and the nurse with less experience (0.72). Clinical experience contributes to obtaining a high sensitivity, but with a significant decrease of specificity. The BRCAPro predictive model obtains intermediate values between both nurses. The BRCAPro predictive model could be a useful tool to help improve those values with lower scores, that is, the specificity and PPV for nurses with more experience and the sensitivity and NPV for those with less experience.